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THE RHETORIC OF DIVERSION IN ENGLISH
LITERATURE AND CULTURE, 1690–1760

Why did eighteenth-century writers employ digression as a literary
form of diversion, and how did their readers come to enjoy linguistic
and textual devices that self-consciously disrupt the reading experi-
ence? Darryl P. Domingo answers these questions through an exam-
ination of the formative period in the commercialization of leisure
in England, and the coincidental coming of age of literary self-
consciousness in works published between approximately 1690

and 1760. During this period, commercial entertainers tested out
new ways of gratifying a public increasingly eager for amusement,
while professional writers explored the rhetorical possibilities of
intrusion, obstruction, and interruption through their characteristic
use of devices like digression. Such devices adopt similar forms and
fulfil similar functions in literature to those of diversions in culture:
they “unbend the mind” and reveal the complex reciprocity between
commercialized leisure and commercial literature in the age of
Swift, Pope, and Fielding.

darryl p. domingo is Assistant Professor of English at the
University of Memphis. His research focuses on the often subtle
ways in which eighteenth-century cultural phenomena – urbaniza-
tion, entertainment, advertising – both represent and are represented
by the devices of literary texts. Darryl has published essays in such
journals as Eighteenth-Century Studies, Eighteenth-Century Fiction,
Journal for Early Modern Cultural Studies, and The Review of English
Studies.
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For S. M. G., my most gratifying diversion
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